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Abstract

We present iCount, a new energy meter design. For many

systems that have a built-in switching regulator, adding a

single wire between the regulator and the microcontroller

enables real-time energy metering. iCount measures energy

usage by counting the switching cycles of the regulator. We

show that switching frequency changes nearly linearly with

load current for a variety of regulators.

1 The iCount Design

Many battery-operated devices use a switching regula-

tor, as shown in Figure 1. Such regulators provide a con-

stant output voltage and high conversion efficiency across

a range of input voltages and load currents. Although a

variety of regulator topologies (boost, buck, buck-boost),

control modes (current-mode, voltage-mode) and modula-

tion schemes (pulse-frequency modulated, pulse-width mod-

ulated) exist, we focus on boost regulators that employ

current-mode control using pulse frequency modulation.

Such regulators allow single-cell operation, can supply high

currents, and draw ultra-low quiescent currents, making them

ideal for low-power, battery-operated systems that exhibit

a wide dynamic range in power draws. Unless otherwise

noted, we use the terms switcher and regulator interchange-

ably in the remainder of this paper to describe PFM regula-

tors.
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Figure 1. A typical system with switching regulator

based power supply, including the regulator, in

put capacitor, output capacitor, inductor, and load.

Adding a single wire (the dashed line) between the

regulator and a microcontroller counter input en

ables realtime energy metering.

A switcher goes through three stages during a switch-

ing cycle, as Figure 2 shows. Each cycle delivers 1

2
Li2 J,

where i is the peak inductor current (i.e. the max value of

ILX). A cycle begins when the switcher senses that the out-

put has fallen below the regulation threshold. During the

first stage of a cycle, the switch-side of the inductor (LX)

is connected to ground. The resulting potential difference

across the inductor gives rise to a steadily increasing current.

When this current reaches a limit (or some maximum on-

time has passed), the switch-side of the inductor is discon-
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Figure 2. The switching waveform of the Maxim

MAX1724 switcher. The inductor voltage, VLX,

alternates between the input voltage (3.3 V), ground

(0 V), and output voltage (5.0 V). Source: Maxim [2].

nected from ground. During the second stage of the cycle,

the switch-side of the inductor is connected to the switcher

output, which discharges the inductor energy into the out-

put capacitor. When the inductor current ramps to zero, the

discharge stage is complete. Sometimes, the inductor and

output capacitor form a resonant circuit and this stage ends

with ringing oscillations. During the third stage, the switcher

maintains a quiescent state while the load draws current from

the output capacitor. A cycle repeats when the output falls

below the regulation threshold.

The iCount design is motivated by the simple observa-

tion that many switchers exhibit a nearly linear relationship

between switching frequency and load current over a wide

dynamic range. Figure 3 shows how the switching frequency

changes with load current for several different commercial

switchers. In this figure, the bias, or no-load switching fre-

quency, has been subtracted from each data point. Fortu-

nately, such biases can be subtracted easily in software. Al-

though the data appear linear over five decades, the data are

linear only if the lines have unit slope since they are plotted

on a log-log scale. We investigate the linearity in Section 3.

Since switchers provide a constant output voltage, the

nearly linear relationship between switching frequency and

load current implies a fixed amount of energy is delivered

per cycle. Therefore, simply counting switching cycles ap-

proximates the total energy used over the counting interval,

and dividing the number of counts by the counting interval

gives the average power over that interval. However, be-

cause switchers do not expose their internal control logic and

signals, one challenge is determining when the switcher ac-

tually cycles using only the signals that are observable ex-

ternally. Our solution is to monitor the switch-side voltage,

VLX, of the inductor since it alternates between the input

voltage, ground, and output voltage, as shown in Figure 2.

The basic iCount design follows directly from the data
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Figure 3. The relationship between load current and

switching frequency for several switchers, after bias

compensation. Some switchers are more linear than

others (and sometimes over a wider dynamic range).

Plotted on a loglog scale.

in Figures 2 and 3. Counting the rising edges of the VLX
signal is all that is required to accumulate energy usage.

Since many battery-operated systems include a microcon-

troller, and since most microcontrollers support counters that

can be externally-clocked, simply adding a single wire be-

tween the switcher and a the microcontroller’s counter en-

ables real-time energy metering.

2 Implementation

To evaluate the feasibility and performance of our design,

we implemented iCount using off-the-shelf hardware and a

small amount of driver software.

2.1 Hardware

Our implementation uses the Maxim MAX1724 [2] as

the switcher and the Moteiv Tmote [3] sensor platform’s

MSP430 as the microcontroller. We chose the Maxim

MAX1724 because of its low bias and ultra-low quiescent

current. The majority of our experiments are based on

the Maxim MAX1724 evaluation kit. We used a 3.3 V,

fixed-output switching regulator (MAX1724EZK33); a pair

of 10 µF, 16 V X7R ceramic capacitors for Cin and Cout

(TDK C3225X7R1C106MT); and a 10 µH inductor (Sum-

ida CDR43-100MC).

iCount requires a dedicated hardware counter to accumu-

late the switcher’s cycles. We use Timer A on the Tmote’s

MSP430F1611 [4] for this purpose, since it is normally un-

used. In addition to connecting the Tmote’s power supply

lines to the switcher’s output and ground, we added a single

wire between the switch-side of the inductor and the Tmote’s

port U2.7, as shown in Figure 4(a). We populated resis-

tor R16 with a zero-ohm resistor on the Tmote to connect

port U2.7 to the TAINCLK line, the external clock for the

MSP430’s Timer A subsystem. Using this approach, each

Figure 4. (a) An illustration of how simple iCount

is to implement: a Maxim MAX1724 switcher is

connected to a Moteiv Tmote. (b) A sensor node

for environmental monitoring includes iCount sup

port which allows expected energy usage to be com

pared with actual energy usage. (c) A testbed node

for benchmarking applications includes iCount plus

five decades of precision calibration circuitry.

interface iCount {

// Basic interface

command error_t reset();

command error_t start();

command error_t pause();

command uint32_t read();

// Cycle-to-cycle feedback

command error_t enableCapture();

command errot_t disableCapture();

async event void captured(uint32_t timestamp);

// Quanta-based feedback

command error_t compare(uint32_t delta)

async event void matched(uint32_t now);

}

Figure 5. The iCount TinyOS API.

cycle of the switcher increments the hardware counter auto-

matically and does not require the microcontroller to execute

any software. We also removed diode D22 which ensures

that only the Tmote USB interface is powered by USB when

plugged into a computer and the microcontroller, radio, flash,

sensors, and LEDs can be powered from a different source –

in this case the switcher.

2.2 Software

We implemented our driver software in TinyOS, the de

facto sensor network operating system. Our driver exposes

the application programming interface shown in Figure 5.

The driver also handles hardware counter overflows, wraps

the underlying 16-bit counter in software to increase its width

to 32-bits (or more), and ensures that counter state is ac-

cessed and modified safely.

If available, iCount can use capture and compare registers

attached to the dedicated hardware counter to provide addi-

tional functionality. Since a capture records the value of the

timebase whenever a rising edge corresponding to a regulator

cycle occurs, it can be used to measure the interval between

two successive cycles, and hence the near-instantaneous cur-

rent of the hardware. A compare register, in contrast, al-

lows an interrupt to be generated when a certain quanta of

energy has been used. Although the MSP430 supports these
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Figure 6. The relationship between load current

and switching frequency without bias compensa

tion shows significant nonlinearity after three to

four decades. Plotted on a loglog scale.

features, the capture and compare functionality is currently

unimplemented.

Switcher Bias Std Dev. Min Max

MAX1724 1.4 Hz 0.5 Hz 1 Hz 2 Hz

TPS61020 135 Hz 1 Hz 132 Hz 138 Hz

TPS61120 213 Hz 15 Hz 187 Hz 228 Hz

TPS61200 252 Hz 1 Hz 252 Hz 254 Hz

Table 1. The noload minimum, average and max

imum bias, and its standard deviation. At least

30 samples were taken, each with a gate period of

1 second.

2.3 Calibration

Viewing iCount as an instrument, calibration is necessary

to establish the relationship between the input current and

output frequency. Calibration requires measuring the bias

and fitting a line to a set of current-frequency measurement

pairs to minimize error.

Bias, or a switcher’s no-load switching frequency, must

be compensated. Removing the bias is necessary to ensure

high accuracy measurements at small load currents. The bias

is determined by disconnecting all loads from the switcher

and measuring the output frequency at the switch-side of the

inductor. An Agilent Technologies 53132 Universal Counter

was used to measure the bias frequency using a gate period

of 1 second. Figure 6 shows the effect of bias on the switch-

ing frequency vs. load current. The no-load bias for these

switchers is shown in Table 1.

The relationship between input voltage and switching fre-

quency is shown in Figure 7. An order of magnitude vari-

ation occurs as the switcher’s input voltage is swept from

1.0 V to 3.5 V. This voltage-dependent relationship can be
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Figure 7. The relationship between input voltage

and switching frequency. An order of magnitude

variation in switching frequency occurs as input

voltage goes from 1.0 V to 3.5 V. Plotted on a loglog

scale.

used to adjust the meter sensitivity at runtime as battery volt-

age slowly changes.

Linearity describes how well a line approximates the re-

lationship between switching frequency and load current. A

linear relationship is important for at least two reasons. First,

iCount will be used in systems that exhibit a wide dynamic

range in power draws, so linearity across this range is needed

to faithfully capture the energy usage across the operating

spectrum. Second, since iCount accumulates cycles, small

non-linearities can result in large errors over time. These er-

rors are bounded by the maximum non-linearity, so this fig-

ure is important.

To calibrate our implementation, we loaded the switcher

in round-robin fashion using six resistors, measured the

switching frequency for each value of the load resistance,

and fit a line to the data using linear regression. We used

the MAX1724 switcher with input voltage of 3.0 V and out-

put voltage of 3.3 V. The six resistors had values of 33 Ω,

330 Ω, 3.3 kΩ, 33 kΩ, 330 kΩ, and 3.9 MΩ, which pro-

vided load currents ranging from about 1 µA to 100 mA.

To weight these measurements equally during regression, we

first took the logarithm of the current and frequency values,

performed the linear regression, and then applied the expo-

nential to complete the process.

3 Performance Metrics

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our iCount

implementation using a set of microbenchmarks. These mi-

crobenchmarks assess the accuracy, resolution, overhead,

read latency, responsiveness, precision, and stability of our

implementation.

3.1 Accuracy

Figure 8 shows the accuracy of our implementation using

the calibration coefficients previously described. We subtract
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Figure 8. The accuracy and relative error. The rel

ative error is less than ±20% over five decades of

current draw. Plotted on loglog and linlog scales,

respectively.

the true measurement from the line of best fit to determine the

absolute estimation error. To determine the relative error, we

divide the absolute error by the true value. The relative error

is less than ±20% across five decades of current draw. If we

consider the typical operating range of a mote, from 5 µA to

50 mA, the relative error falls within ±15% range.

3.2 Resolution

Resolution refers to the smallest quanta of energy that the

system can measure. To determine our implementation’s res-

olution, we loaded the switcher in a round-robin fashion us-

ing six resistors, measured the switching frequency for each

value of load resistance, and repeated across a total of four

different voltages. The six resistors had values of 33 Ω,

330 Ω, 3.3 kΩ, 33 kΩ, 330 kΩ, and 3.9 MΩ, which provided

load currents ranging from about 1 µA to 100 mA. We used

an Agilent Technologies 53132 Universal Counter to mea-

sure the output frequency for each value of load resistance

over a 1 second gate period. A Keithley 2400 sourcemeter,

configured to use 4-wire sense mode to eliminate resistive

losses along the power supply lines, provided 1.5 V, 2.0 V,

2.5 V, and 3.0 V. We estimated the energy delivered during

each trial by squaring the output voltage, dividing by the load

resistance, and multiplying the gate time:

Etrial =
V 2

out

Rload

Tgate (1)

To determine the resolution (in µJ) or sensitivity (in

µJ/cycle), we divided Etrial by the number of cycles, minus

the no-load bias, during that trial. Figure 9 shows that the

resolution of the system ranges from about 0.1µJ to 0.5µJ,

depending primarily on input voltage and somewhat on load

current. Note the significant reduction in resolution at high

load currents. The root cause has not been determined but

may be due to resistive losses in the switcher’s current lim-

iting circuitry, inductor saturation, or other losses associated

with the damping circuitry. Since systems usually have a
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Figure 9. The resolution varies with input voltage

and load current and exhibits high nonlinearities

at extreme load currents. Plotted on a linlog scale.

safety factor in their design, and do not operate close to or

at the rated limits of the power supply, these non-linearities

may not affect actual measurement performance but it is im-

portant to be aware of their existence.

The meter resolution depends on the value of the switch-

ing inductor. Each cycle of the switcher delivers 1

2
Li2 J,

where L is the inductance and i is the peak inductor current.

Our experiments are based on a 10 µH inductor but note that

a smaller inductor will provide a higher resolution, and vice

versa. Also, note that manufacturing variations of ±10% are

common, suggesting that individualized calibration is useful.

3.3 Overhead

There are three primary sources of overhead in the iCount

design. First, the microcontroller-based hardware counter

contributes to a fixed increase in the power draw. Second,

the act of counting itself contributes a frequency-dependent

increase in the power draw of the counter hardware due to

gates changing state at increasing rates and the resulting

charge/discharge cycles of the gate capacitance. Third, the

microcontroller must service counter overflows periodically,

with an average period equal to the average frequency di-

vided by the maximum value of the hardware counter.

To determine the fixed overhead due to enabling the

counter hardware, we programmed our mote with the

TinyOS Null application, which forces all of the hardware

components into their lowest power states. We powered

the system using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter configured to

use 4-wire sense mode, to detect and eliminate any resistive

losses in the power supply lines. Using a Fluke 189 digi-

tal multimeter, we measured the Null app current draw at

8.87 µA (using the DC-µA range setting) and 0.006 mA (on

the DC-mA range setting), both averaged over one minute.

This experiment established the baseline current draw of the

mote.

We then added the iCount driver logic to the Null ap-

plication, added a wire between the switch-side of the in-

ductor and the counter clock input. Repeating the mea-
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Figure 10. The overhead ranges from 0.01% for a

100 mA load to 1% for a 10 µA load, with a 3.0 V

input. Plotted on a loglog scale.

surements, we found the current draw to be the same

8.87 µA as before via the microcontroller’s power supply

lines. But, we also found that a 90 nA current was being

supplied by the switcher via the wire we added. This shows

that the fixed overhead in our implementation is about 1%

(90 nA/8.87 µA) when the system is in its lowest power state.

We also found that in some cases, the current draw via the

power supply lines actually decreased, suggesting that some

power was supplied via the counter wire. Figure 10 shows

the overhead current across four decades of load current. The

total current, Itotal, is slightly lower than the current pass-

ing through the wire connecting the switcher and microcon-

troller, Iwire, because the total includes the decrease in cur-

rent draw via the microcontroller power supply lines.

The iCount counter is implemented using the MSP430

microcontroller’s 16-bit Timer A. Each time this hardware

counter overflows, the microcontroller must increment a

larger-width software counter by the maximum value of the

hardware counter. Since this process requires writing the

value of a variable in interrupt context, the write should be

protected with an atomic section. All interrupts are turned

off during the atomic section but since the hardware counter

is clocked asynchronously, no cycles are missed during exe-

cution of the interrupt handler.

Since an overflow occurs after 65,536 cycles, and each

cycle delivers approximately 0.5 µJ, the counter overflows

once per 32,768 µJ of energy consumed. A typical mote

draws about 25 mA at 3 V, when active, and would there-

fore draw about 750 µW running at a 1% duty cycle. At

this 1% workload, the counter would overflow every 43 sec-

onds (32,768 µJ/750 µW). In contrast, when fully active at a

100% duty cycle, the counter would overflow less than three

times per second, making the overhead of handling counter

overflows negligible.

3.4 Read Latency

Application software reads the hardware counter by call-

ing iCount.read. This function, executed in an atomic
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Figure 11. The system responds quickly to changes

in the load current. The system adjusts in less than

125 µs to a load current decrease from about 10 mA

to 2 mA.

section, disables the hardware counter, takes a snapshot,

reenables the hardware counter, performs a 32-bit addition,

and returns. The total time required to invoke this function,

from call to return, is 15 µs. With this read latency, the

counter could be read at over 66 kHz. We determined the

read latency by setting an I/O pin on the microcontroller im-

mediately before the call, setting a second I/O pin immedi-

ately after the call, and taking their difference. The overhead

of setting an I/O pin was measured by setting two pins in suc-

cession, measuring their difference (1 µs), and subtracting

this value from the prior uncalibrated measurement (16 µs).

3.5 Responsiveness

Responsiveness is a measure of how quickly the switch-

ing frequency settles when the load changes. To illustrate the

responsiveness of the system, we instrumented the TinyOS

Blink application and monitored the state of the red (R),

green (G), and blue (B) LEDs as well as the cycles of the

switcher. The greatest change in the power draw of this ap-

plication occurs when the three LEDs are all turned off si-

multaneously. Figure 11 shows the change in the cycle rate

of the switcher for a two millsecond period centered at the

point when the LEDs are turned off. We see that the switch-

ing frequency adjusts to the new rate in less than 125 µs as

the current draw falls from approximately 10 mA to 2 mA.

3.6 Precision

Precision characterizes the degree of mutual agreement

among a series of individual measurements, or the ability

to produce the same result given the same input conditions.

To measure the precision of our implementation, we loaded

the switcher with a fixed resistor and captured the inductor

switching waveform over a two second window. This wave-

form was post-processed to extract the cycle-to-cycle switch-

ing period, and its reciprocal, the instantaneous frequency.
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Figure 12 shows the distribution of these frequency values

(N = 167). The variations in the values are small, within

±1.5%, so a small number of samples provides an accurate

estimate of the near-instantaneous current.

3.7 Stability

While precision characterizes the degree of mutual agree-

ment among a series of individual measurements over the

short term, stability refers to the agreement of these readings

over a much longer term. To evaluate the stability of our im-

plementation, we loaded iCount with a fixed resistor and used

a mote-based application to track the switching frequency

over a one week period. The measurement setup was placed

near a window and experienced daily temperature variations

of more than 10◦ C. Figure 13 illustrates how the switching

frequency changed over the course of the week. The range in

variation falls within ±1% of the mean.

The data show both daily fluctuations in frequency as well

as a one-time “warmup” period. The daily variations may be

due to temperature- or humidity-dependent changes in the in-

ductance or temperature-dependent changes in the measure-

ment system (an uncalibrated 32 kHz crystal oscillator was

used). The one-time warmup period may be an artifact of

the experimental setup: the iCount system was located near

a laptop computer that vented warm air.

It might seem odd that our implementation exhibits a sta-

bility of ±1% over one week while only exhibiting a pre-

cision of ±1.5% over a two second window. One plausible

explanation is that for the precision measurements, we pre-

sented the instantaneous (or cycle-by-cycle) frequency but

for the stability measurements, we averaged over a one sec-

ond period.

4 Conclusion

Traditional instrument-based power measurements, which

are useful for design-time laboratory testing, are impracti-
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Figure 13. The system is stable. The range in varia

tion is ±1% of the mean over a one week period.

cal for everyday in situ use due to the cost of instruments,

their physical size, and their poor system integration. Of

course, dedicated power metering hardware can enable run-

time adaptation, but this approach results in increased hard-

ware costs and power draws. In this work, we demonstrate

that energy metering is possible for free by simply counting

the cycles of a switching regulator.

Our particular implementation exhibits a maximum error

of less than ±20% over five decades of current draw, a reso-

lution exceeding 1 µJ, a read latency of 15 µs, and a power

overhead that ranges from 1% when the node is in standby

to 0.01% when the node is active, for a typical workload.

The basic iCount design requires only a pulse frequency

modulated switching regulator and a microcontroller with an

externally-clocked counter. iCount enables practical, in situ

energy metering for many systems which may not lend them-

selves to traditional instrumentation techniques. We show

that with the addition of a single wire, iCount enables a de-

vice to introspect its own energy usage with virtually no cost

or energy overhead.
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